# ABOUT THE COURSE...

It is widely recognized that the theological task has yielded to the needs of the professional Christian worker, and that spirituality has historically been associated with monastic movements, retreat centres and people not engaged deeply with the normal pressures of life in secular society. This course will address the Biblical emphasis of everyday, vocational holiness, providing both a theological foundation for the ministry of the ordinary Christian and a spiritual motivation. Developing a Christian lifestyle involves much more than being faithful in devotional and church activities. In this course we will consider our mentalities, pressures, environments and Christian patterns of response: work, family, relationships, aging, money, sexuality, technology, and many other everyday themes.

## COURSE DETAILS

| Dates: | Jun 21 [Public Lecture] (7:45 pm - 9:30 pm)  
Jun 22, 23, 24, 28, 29 (7:15 pm – 10:00 pm) |
| Venue: | St John’s St Margaret’s Church  
30 Dover Avenue, S (139790) |
| Fees:* | S$225 (Credit)  
S$157.50 (Audit) |
| Format: | Live/Online Lectures & Tutorials |

* Students from Host Churches are entitled to 20% discount.  
* Alumni students are entitled to 10% discount on audit course(s).
Course Objectives

The goals of this class are as follows:

- to learn to reflect theologically on everyday issues and experiences
- to gain a deeper integration of Christian faith and daily life
- to develop patterns of spiritual life that will sustain us in the pressures of ordinary life

Lectures and Small Groups: Each section will have some or all of the following parts:

1. an exposition of Scripture relating to everyday life,
2. a lecture and everyday theme integrating theology and spirituality,
3. small group interaction and reflection,
4. a case study on an issue/experience of everyday life.

Academic Information


**Assignments:** (1) Reading and Book Reviews [25%]; (2) Group Research Project [25%]; (3) Research Paper [25%]; (4) Immersion and Reflection [25%]

For registration, please proceed to [http://www.jotform.me/BGSTReg/Registration_Form](http://www.jotform.me/BGSTReg/Registration_Form)

For more information, please contact us at Golden Wheel Industrial Building,
50 Kallang Pudding Road, #07-01, S(349326). • Tel: 65-62276815
• [http://www.bgst.edu.sg](http://www.bgst.edu.sg) • Email: inquiry@bgst.edu.sg